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Arnaud Browet† and Paul Van Dooren†
Abstract— Computing meaningful clusters of nodes is crucial
to analyze large networks. In this paper, we present a pairwise
node similarity measure that allows to extract roles, i.e. group
of nodes sharing similar flow patterns within a network.
We propose a low rank iterative scheme to approximate the
similarity measure for very large networks. Finally, we show
that our low rank similarity score successfully extracts the
different roles in random graphs and that its performances
are similar to the full rank pairwise similarity measure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many complex systems might be represented as network
structures, for example, human interactions or mobile phone
telecommunications, food webs or gene interactions. In
recent works, a lot of attention has been focused on the
extraction of meaningful clusters to characterize networks at
different levels [1]. This clustering is essential to comprehend
large networks and extract relevant statistical properties.
Many researchers have proposed appropriate measures and
algorithms to unfold community structures, i.e. groups of
densely connected nodes [2], [3]. However, this structural
distribution of nodes in networks is not always representative
and lack generalization in practical contexts. For instance,
bipartite networks or cycle graphs do not contain communi-
ties although they may be heavily structured. Less attention
has been paid to uncover more general structures which is
known as roles extraction or block modeling [4], [5]. In
previous work [6], Reichardt & White had applied a similar
approach than community detection in the framework of [7]
to extract roles in networks. In this paper, we assume that
the different roles in a network should represent groups of
nodes sharing the same behavior within the graph or, in
other words, having similar flow patterns. This generalized
the notion of communities which can also be described as
roles where each node in a role mainly interacts with other
nodes in the same role. But many other role interactions
may be defined like, for example, a leader-follower model
on social network interactions or a block cycle model for
food webs. In this paper, we present a pairwise node sim-
ilarity measure designed to derive such role models. This
similarity measure compares the neighborhood patterns of
every node and is expected to be high for any pair of nodes
sharing analogous flow properties. Since computing the exact
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pairwise similarity is computationally expensive, we propose
a low rank iterative scheme that approximates the similarity
score and allows to analyze large networks. We will first
present the similarity measure defined as the fixed point
solution of a converging sequence. We will then introduce
our low rank approximation and briefly demonstrate its
convergence. Finally, we will apply the similarity measure
and our low rank approximation to random graphs containing
a structural block distribution of nodes, and show that they
successfully extract the different roles within this kind of
graph. We will also exhibit some evidences that analyzing
the evolution of the low rank similarity measure can reveal
the number of roles in the network. Lastly, we will show
that the performances of both measures are quantitatively
equivalent hence justifying the application of our low rank
iterative scheme in practical contexts.
II. NODE-TO-NODE SIMILARITY
We consider a weighted and directed graph GA(V,E),
with V the set of vertices and E the set of edges, associated
to its adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n where Ai,j 6= 0 if
(i, j) ∈ E for i, j ∈ V . Our similarity measure should
reveal nodes having similar behaviors in the network which
we will identify by the neighborhood patterns of each node.
We define a neighborhood pattern of length ` for a node as a
sequence of length ` of incoming (I) and outgoing (O) edges
starting from the node, which we will call the source node.
For example, the neighborhood patterns of length 1 consist
in exactly one edge and end up either in a parent (I) or in a
child (O) of the source. If we consider neighborhood patterns
of length 2, then 4 different types of nodes can be reached:
the parent of a parent (I-I), the child of a parent (I-O), the
parent of a child (O-I) or the child of a child (O-O). One can
easily see that when the length of the neighborhood patterns
is increased by 1 the number of reachable nodes, which we
will call the target nodes, is doubled.
Our similarity measure reflects that a pair of nodes is
highly similar if they have many neighborhood patterns in
common, or in other words, if they can reach many targets
with neighborhood patterns of the same kind and length. For
example, using the patterns of length 1, two source nodes
will be more similar if they have many common parents (I)
or many common children (O). Fig. 1 shows all the possible
common neighborhood patterns, up to length 3, where the
source nodes are represented as dark circles and each target
node as a light gray square. One can compute the number of
common target nodes for every pair of source nodes using
neighborhood patterns of length 1 as
N1 = AA
T +ATA,
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Fig. 1. All the different neighborhood patterns, up to length 3, captured by
the similarity measure Si,j (2) with the source nodes i and j represented
as dark circles and the target node represented as a light gray square.
where the first term gives the number of common children
(O) and the second term gives the number of common
parents (I). Similarly, the number of common target nodes
for neighborhood patterns of length 2 is given by
N2 = AAA
TAT +AATAAT +ATAATA+ATATAA,
where the different terms corresponds to the neighborhood
patterns (O-O), (O-I), (I-O) and (I-I), respectively.
Our pairwise node similarity measure S ∈ Rn×n, previ-
ously introduced in [8], is then defined as
S =
∞∑
`=0
β2(`−1)Nl, (1)
where β ∈ R is a scaling parameter. Hence our similarity
measure computes the weighted sum of the number of
common target nodes using neighborhood patterns of any
length, and the contribution of the number of common targets
using neighborhood patterns of length `+ 1 is weighted by
β2`.
One can define an iterative sequence
Sk+1 = ΓA
[
I + β2Sk
]
, (2)
where Γ is a linear operator,
ΓA : Rn×n → Rn×n : ΓA[X] = AXAT +ATXA,
A S∗ SCB = SB
Fig. 2. From left to right: Block cycle role graph where each block has
the same number of nodes and each node is connected to all the nodes in
the following block. The large gray filled circles represent the roles and the
small white circles represent the nodes of the graph; The adjacency matrix
of the block cycle graph; The fixed point pairwise similarity score S∗,
computed using (2), reveals all the different blocks; The pairwise similarity
score of Cooper and Barahona SCB and Blondel et al. SB are rank 1 and
do not exhibit the block structure.
such that
Sk+1 = ΓA [I] + · · ·+
(
β2
)k
Γk+1A [I] +
(
β2
)k+1
Γk+1A [S0]
where ΓkA[.] corresponds to applying k times the operator
ΓA. Hence, our similarity measure S can be computed as
the fixed point solution of the iterative sequence (2).
Our similarity measure S (1) can be seen as a generaliza-
tion of the measure proposed by Cooper and Barahona [9],
[10] for which the pairwise similarity SCB only compares
the total number of paths originating or leading to a node,
without comparing the targets or the sources of those paths.
Furthermore, this similarity score SCB does not consider all
types of neighborhood patterns, as represented in Fig. 1, but
only restricts the measure to direct paths (represented in the
first row of the panels ` = 2 and ` = 3 in the figure). While
being easily computed, this makes the measure unable to
extract a good pairwise similarity score for some particular
graphs. For example, if one considers a regular block cycle
graph, as represented in Fig. 2, where each role contains the
same number of nodes and each node is connected to all
the nodes in the following role in the cycle, the pairwise
similarity measure SCB is of rank 1 because all the nodes
have a constant number of in/out neighbors at all distances.
This makes the extraction of roles in this network impossible
using SCB . On the contrary, our similarity measure (2)
produces a fixed point solution S∗ of rank equal to the
number of roles in the network, with an obvious clustering
that reveals the different roles. One can see that any 2 nodes
of the same role in the input graph are isomorphic, while
any 2 nodes of different roles are not. This is accurately
represented by our measure S∗ but not by SCB .
The similarity measure we propose in this paper might
also be compared to the self similarity score introduced
by Blondel et al. [11]. However, this measure has some
drawbacks that are avoided using our iterative scheme (2),
i.e. the sequence Sk converges for any initial matrix S0 and
the fixed point solution is unique. Moreover, it is known that
the similarity score of Blondel et al. SB is of rank 1 when the
adjacency matrix A is normal. After scaling, SB is therefore
the matrix of all ones as SCB , which makes the analysis of
the block cycle graph again impossible using this similarity
measure.
The parameter β in (2) can be tuned to vary the weight
of long neighborhood patterns but must be chosen wisely to
ensure the convergence of the sequence Sk. If we initialize
S0 = 0, the iteration (2) can be written for k ≥ 1 as
Sk+1 = S1 + β
2ΓA [Sk] , (3)
where
S1 = AA
T +ATA, (4)
and the fixed point solution of (2) is then given by
S∗ = S1 + β2
(
AS∗AT +ATS∗A
)
,
if the sequence converges. Using a classical property of the
Kronecker product, this can be written as
vec(S∗) =
[
I − β2
(
A⊗A+ (A⊗A)T
)]−1
vec (S1)
where vec(S) denotes the vectorization of the matrix S,
formed by stacking the columns of S into one single column
vector. It follows that, to ensure convergence, one can choose
β such that
β2 ≤ 1
ρ
(
A⊗A+ (A⊗A)T
) (5)
where ρ(.) denotes the spectral radius. Computing the exact
upper bound for the parameter β to ensure convergence might
be computationally expensive due to the Kronecker products
A⊗A ∈ Rn2×n2 if A is non-symmetric. However, one can
use an easily computed bound
β2 ≤ 1
ρ ((A+AT )⊗ (A+AT )) =
1
ρ ((A+AT ))
2 (6)
which ensures that the constraint (5) is satisfied. However,
even if β is small enough to guarantee the convergence
of the sequence (3), it might be impossible to compute
the fixed point solution up to a small tolerance because of
the increasing computational cost and memory requirement.
Indeed, even if A is sparse, the matrix Sk tends to fill in as k
increases and each single iteration of (3) is O(n3). This leads
us to define a low-rank projected iteration to approximate
the solution of (3). In the next section, we will introduce the
low-rank iteration and briefly demonstrate its convergence.
III. LOW-RANK SIMILARITY APPROXIMATION
Because the full rank fixed point solution of (2) is often
computationally too expensive to extract, we introduce a low-
rank approximation of rank at most r of S∗. Inspired from
the formulation (3), we define the low rank iterative scheme
as
S
(r)
k+1 = Π
(r)
[
S
(r)
1 + β
2ΓA
[
S
(r)
k
]]
= Xk+1 X
T
k+1 (7)
where Xk ∈ Rn×r and Π(r) [.] is the best low-rank projection
on the dominant subspace which can be computed using
a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) of rank at
most r. S(r)1 is the best low-rank approximation of S1 which
can be written as
S1 =
[
A | AT ] [A | AT ]T ,
where
[
A | AT ] is the horizontal concatenation of A and
AT . This allows us to efficiently compute S(r)1 as
S
(r)
1 = Π
(r)
[[
A | AT ] [A | AT ]T ]
= U1Σ
2
1U
T
1 = X1X
T
1
where the columns of the unitary matrix U1 ∈ Rn×r span
the dominant subspace of dimension at most r of
[
A | AT ]
and Σ1 ∈ Rr×r is a diagonal matrix of the dominant singular
values, i.e.
[
A | AT ] ≈ U1Σ1V T1 . To compute each iterative
solution of (7), one can see that
S
(r)
1 + β
2ΓA
[
S
(r)
k
]
= X1X
T
1 + β
2AXkX
T
k A
T
+ β2ATXkX
T
k A
= Yk Y
T
k
where
Yk =
[
X1 | βAXk | βATXk
]
,
which leads to
Xk+1X
T
k+1 = Π
(r)
[
YkY
T
k
]
.
To efficiently compute Xk+1, we first apply a QR factor-
ization to Yk = QkRk, then compute a truncated SVD of
rank at most r of Rk such that Rk = UkΩkVk and finally
compute
Xk+1 = QkUkΩk.
One can prove, using perturbation theory [12], that the iter-
ative scheme (7) converges locally to a fixed point solution
S(r) if the spectral gap at the rth singular value is sufficiently
large. Without going into the details of the demonstration of
the convergence, let us mention some interesting results that
follow from it. First, we consider the function
f(S) = S
(r)
1 + β
2ΓA [S] .
Clearly, since S(r) is a fixed point solution of (7), we know
that there exist a unitary matrix U ∈ Rn×r and a diagonal
matrix Σ ∈ Rr×r such that S(r) = UΣ2UT and
[U V ]T f(S(r)) [U V ] =
[
Σ2
σ2
]
where Σi,i > σj,j ∀i, j because we assumed that the fixed
point solution has a positive spectral gap at the rth singular
value.
Then, we consider a small symmetric perturbation ∆ and,
using the linearity of the operator ΓA[.], one can write that
f(S(r) + ∆) = f(S(r)) + β2ΓA [∆]
and
[U V ]T
(
f(S(r)) + β2Γ[∆]
)
[U V ] =
[
E11 E
T
21
E21 E22
]
.
Since U is in general not an invariant subspace of f(S(r) +
∆), E21 will be non-zero. However, we know from [12] that
there exists a unitary matrix Q such that UQ is an invariant
subspace of f(S(r) + ∆) if
0 ≤ 4β2 ‖Γ [∆]‖F ≤ Σ2k,k − σ21,1.
If ‖∆‖F is sufficiently small, the rotation matrix Q will not
perturb too much the singular values of f(S(r)), so UQ will
not only be an invariant but also the dominant subspace of
f(S(r) + ∆), hence the local convergence of the low-rank
iterative scheme is guaranteed for sufficiently small β. This
leads to the following bound for the distance between S(r)
and the projection of f(S(r) + ∆)∥∥∥S(r) −Π(r) [f(S(r) + ∆)]∥∥∥
F
≤ γ ‖∆‖F
where γ < 1 if
β2 <
1
‖A⊗A+AT ⊗AT ‖2
(
4‖Σ2‖
Σ2k,k−σ21,1
+ 1
)
which shows the existence of β such that the iteration (7)
converges.
In the next section, we will apply our low-rank iterative
scheme to Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs and demonstrate that
it allows to successfully extract roles in those networks.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We applied our similarity measure to extract roles in
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs containing a block structure.
To build such graphs, we first choose a directed role graph
GB(VB , EB), i.e. each node in GB defines a role that we
would like to identify. Some of the role graphs that we
considered are represented in the first column of each panel
of Fig. 3. As previously, in the role graphs, the large gray
filled circles represent the different roles and the small white
circles represent the nodes of the graph. The role graph in
the first panel corresponds to a community structure where
nodes in a role interact mainly with other nodes in the same
role. This kind of role graph often occurs when considering
human interactions in online social networks for example
[13] but has been observed in many other networks [3]. The
second panel represents a block cycle role graph, already
presented in Fig. 2, where each node interacts mainly with
nodes in the following role in the cycle. This role graph might
represent the behavior of animals in some particular food
webs. In the third and fourth panels, the role graphs were
simply chosen as representative examples for more complex
role interactions without precise real life example in mind.
Once the role graph GB has been chosen, we build a
random graph GA(VA, EA) where each node in GA has a
corresponding role in GB . That is, for each node i ∈ VA,
we select a role R(i) ∈ VB . Then, we add the edges in
EA using 2 probability parameters. For every pair of nodes
i, j ∈ VA, we add the edge (i, j) ∈ EA with probability
pin if there is an edge between the corresponding roles in
GB , i.e. (R(i), R(j)) ∈ EB . If there is no edge between
the corresponding roles in GB , the edge is still added with a
probability pout. If pin is much larger than pout, then the role
graph GB is accurately representing the different roles in the
graph GA and it is expected that the pairwise similarity S∗
between the vertices VA should allow the extraction of those
roles. On the other hand, if pout is much larger than pin, then
the different roles in GA are more closely represented by
the complement graph of GB represented by the adjacency
matrix 11T −B. However, the role structure is still strongly
existing in this complement graph and it is expected that
the similarity measure S∗ should still be able to differentiate
them. It is when the 2 probabilities pin and pout are close
to each other that extracting the different roles becomes
challenging but, at the same time, the graph becomes closer
to a uniform Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph which is known to be free
of any structure.
Each of the panels of Fig. 3 is divided into 4 sections
corresponding to different values of pin and pout for a single
role graph, as follows
pin = 0.9/pout = 0.1 pin = 0.8/pout = 0.2
pin = 0.7/pout = 0.3 pin = 0.6/pout = 0.4
In each section of a panel of Fig. 3, we first present the
adjacency matrix of one realization of the random graphs
GA generated. For visual clarity, the matrices have been
permuted such that nodes in the same role are next to
each other. Then, we represent the role assignment of each
node extracted using our low rank similarity matrix S(r)
for r = 10. Based on the similarity measure S(r), we
extract the role assignment of each node using the commu-
nity detection algorithm presented in [14]. Indeed, within
each role, we expect nodes to be highly similar in their
neighborhood patterns. This should lead to a similarity graph,
whose weighted adjacency matrix is the similarity matrix
S(r), with groups of highly connected nodes in each role,
hence containing a community structure. Since the algorithm
produces hierarchical communities, we present each level of
roles when different levels of clustering were extracted from
the similarity graph.
The last plot in each section of a panel in Fig. 3 represents
the evolution of S(r) for increasing values of r. That is, we
compute the norm of the difference between the full rank
and each low rank solutions,
∥∥S∗ − S(r)∥∥
F
, and between
consecutive low rank solutions,
∥∥S(r) − S(r+1)∥∥
F
, for in-
creasing values of r. This should reveal the minimal rank
required for S(r) to be a qualitatively good approximation
of S∗.
The results of Fig. 3 clearly show that the different roles
within each network can be well extracted using the low rank
similarity graph up to some high level of noise. In the first
role network, each community is correctly extracted until
pin = 0.6 and pout = 0.4. However, even if the network
is really noisy for those parameters, as represented by the
adjacency matrix, the first and the third communities are
pretty well clustered and the second community is mainly
split in 2. The same observation might be done for the
block cycle role graph for which all the roles are perfectly
extracted for the first three probability parameters. Again,
in the last section, the second and third roles are essentially
split in 2 different clusters but there is only a few nodes with
inappropriate role assignments in the final level of clustering.
Those first 2 role graphs have a strong role structure and
adding any edge in the role graph would not alter it, i.e. this
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the adjacency matrix, the extracted roles and the low rank similarity measure S(r) for different random graphs. Each panel corresponds
to a chosen role graph represented in the first column. Each panel is divided in 4 sections corresponding to different values of pin and pout. In each
section, we present one realization of the adjacency matrix, then the extracted role assignment for each node and finally the evolution
∥∥S∗ − S(r)∥∥
F
and∥∥S(r) − S(r+1)∥∥
F
for increasing values of r.
will not create isomorphic roles. This explains why the role
structures are correctly extracted even for high level of noise.
The third role graph is less strongly defined because if
one edge is added from the second block to the first block,
the second and the third roles would become isomorphic.
Indeed, we observe that some nodes are incorrectly clustered
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Fig. 4. Average normalized mutual information between the exact role structure and the extracted role structure using the full rank and the low rank
similarity measure on different role graphs.
from the second role to the third role for pin = 0.7 and
pout = 0.3. This might also explain why the second and
third roles are grouped together in the final level of clustering
for the first two probability parameters but this might also
be due to some resolution limit of the community detection
algorithm [15], [16]. For high level of noise, clustering the
pairwise similarity matrix does not provide an accurate result,
however, the adjacency matrix clearly indicates that the role
structure is very weak.
In the last role graph composed of 4 distinct blocks, the
results are again reasonably good. Except for an additional
merge in the last level of clustering for pin = 0.9 and pout =
0.1, all the roles are correctly extracted, and even for the last
probability parameters, leading to a high level of noise, each
role tends to be correctly extracted. There is only a small
number of nodes incorrectly classified for the first and last
blocks and the second and third blocks are only bisected as
previously observed.
We also observe that the evolution of the low rank sim-
ilarity matrix S(r) might be used to reveal the number of
roles in the networks. Indeed, when the different roles in the
networks are strongly defined, we observe an abrupt variation
in the decay of the norm of the differences
∥∥S∗ − S(r)∥∥
F
and
∥∥S(r) − S(r+1)∥∥
F
. This abrupt variation indicates that
we do not need to consider larger values of the rank to extract
qualitatively good roles in the networks, since the gain in
precision for the similarity measure starts to decrease very
slowly afterwards. What is also interesting is that this abrupt
variation always occurs when the rank hits the exact number
of roles in the networks. When the networks are highly noisy,
we do not observe such an abrupt variation which could
indicate that the clustering of the nodes according to the
similarity matrix will not produce relevant results. Observing
the evolution of the low rank similarity matrix could become
a strong indicator of the quality of the extracted roles for real
networks when the exact block structure is not known.
Finally, we compare quantitatively the extracted clusters
using the full rank similarity S∗ and the low rank simi-
larity measure S(r). For each of the different role graphs
previously introduced, we compute the normalized mutual
information (NMI) [17] between the exact role structure and
the extracted role assignments using S∗ or S(r) and the
community detection algorithm. The NMI ranges in [0, 1] and
is large if the two distributions are similar. More precisely,
for each role graph, we generate 20 random graphs for each
couple of probability parameters pin and pout in [0, 1] with a
discretization step size of 0.05, and we compute the average
NMI on those 20 realizations of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random
graphs. The results are presented in Fig. 4. As expected,
we observe that the extracted roles are accurate when either
pin >> pout or the opposite. As we mentioned previously,
the third role graph seems harder to recover due to either
a resolution limit phenomenon or to the almost isomorphic
behavior of two of the role nodes. Nevertheless, we observe
that the low rank similarity matrix S(r) produces almost
identical results than the full rank similarity S∗. This leads
us to conclude that, if the rank is sufficiently large, one
can always use our low rank pairwise similarity measure to
extract role structures in networks. The low rank similarity
matrix will always be easier to compute and will produce
highly similar results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a pairwise similarity measure
between the nodes of a graph that allows the extraction
of roles or block structures within the graph. Those roles
generalized the concept of communities often studied in the
literature. Then, we present a low rank iterative scheme
to approximate the pairwise similarity measure and prove
its convergence when the parameter β is sufficiently small.
We applied the similarity measure and its low rank ap-
proximation to Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs containing a
block structure and showed that, if the noise level is not
too large and the block structure correctly represents the
different roles of the nodes in the network, our similarity
measure and its low rank approximation accurately extract
these blocks. We also show that analyzing the evolution of
the low rank similarity measure might reveal the number of
roles in the networks and also might indicate if the extracted
cluster are relevant. Finally, we demonstrate that the pairwise
similarity measure and the low rank approximation produce
very similar results, hence justifying the use of the low
rank approximation in practical examples when computing
the full rank measure is computationally too expensive. In
future works, we plan to apply our low rank similarity
measure to other kinds of random graphs, e.g. scale-free
networks. We will also apply our measure to real networks
like food webs, international exchange networks or words
graphs to automatically uncover similar type of words in
the construction of sentences, known as “tagging” in natural
language processing. We will also analyze the behavior of
our similarity measure against weighted networks.
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